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Untitled, 1969, enamel paint and gold leaf on glass, 60 x 60 inches. Photograph by David Hale. 

 
Reynolds Gallery is pleased to announce the opening of Early Glass Paintings, an exhibition of Richard 
Roth’s large glass paintings from the 1970s. Also on view will be a selection of his recent plywood box 
paintings. The exhibition opens with a reception on Friday, March 16, and continues through April 27, 
2018.  

In 1969, Roth had just finished his undergraduate studies at the Cooper Union School of Art, and New 
York was brimming with Sol LeWitt’s graphic bands and the legacy of Piet Mondrian’s grids. Keeping in 
the style of 70’s geometric abstraction, Roth begins his career making large, abstract paintings on 
glass. Simple yet daring, the works are inspired by shop window’s painted advertisements—a nod to 
pop culture—and early techniques used in Medieval and Bavarian glass art. Roth hand-paints the 
reverse side of a glass sheet with enamel paint, constructing crisp compositions with contrasting colors, 
patchwork details, and gridded blocks. The result is a supremely matte paint transformed into a high 
gloss material. A reflective surface engages the viewer and space, activating the work as shiny object-
like forms. This painted and sculptural duality allows Roth’s pieces to exist as uniquely distinct forms 
both two- and three-dimensional. 

Further aligning painting and sculpture, Roth’s process manifests in birch plywood boxes. The boxes, 
measuring 12 x 8 x 4 inches or a slightly flattened variation, jut forth as mini-obstructions extending 
the traditional canvas. Roth explains that confining the paintings to set dimensions allows him 
freedom to challenge and reinvent within the structure. Toying with color, volume and line, he uses 
tape and paint to sketch out his preliminary designs.  Roth then finalizes his angles and compositions 
in acrylic on birch plywood, and Minimalism and Op-Art influences emerge from his kaleidoscopic 
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lines, cleverly distorting the boundary between dimensional and flat. 

The California-based artist holds strong ties to Richmond, VA. As a Professor Emeritus at VCU, he taught 
in the Painting and Printmaking department from 1999 to 2015 and served as chair of the department 
for eight years. He received his BFA from The Cooper Union in New York and MFA from Tyler School 
of Art at Temple University in Philadelphia. He has been an active artist since 1969, constructing glass 
and wood paintings for over forty years. In 1993, he shifted into a conceptual creating phase, solely 
collecting contemporary mass media products. After twelve years, he returned to physical art-making, 
synthesizing his previous interests in post-painterly abstraction and conceptually-based practice into 
a unified body of work that bridges both. 

Roth is the co-editor of the book, Beauty is Nowhere: Ethical Issues in Art and Design and co-author of 
Color Basics, Design Basics 3D, and Design Basics 2D and 3D. In 2014, he was recognized in the book 
“100 Painters of Tomorrow,” a Thames and Hudson publication. He has received numerous awards 
including a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Fellowship, 
the Virginia Commission for the Arts Fellowship, and the Ohio Arts Council Individual Artists Fellowship. 
His work has been exhibited nationally and internationally at Rocket Gallery, London; Virginia Museum 
of Fine Arts, Richmond; the Museum of Modern Art, Saitama, Japan; SNO Contemporary Art Projects, 
Sydney, Australia; ART in Embassies, Vatican City; Cleveland Center for Contemporary Art, Ohio; David 
Richard Gallery, Sante Fe, NM; ParisCONCRET, France; Highland Institute of Contemporary Art, Loch 
Ruthven, Scotland; Margaret Thatcher Projects, and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 
among many others. His work is in several collections, including the Wexner Center for the Arts, 
Columbus, Ohio; de Cordova Sculpture Park and Museum, Lincoln, MA; Indianapolis Museum of Art, 
Indiana; Monroe Collection, Philip Morris USA, the VMFA, VCU School of Medicine, Martin Agency, Try-
Me Collection, all, Richmond, Virginia; and Chase Manhattan Bank, First National City Bank, Markel 
Corporation and New York University, all, New York, New York.  
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